We demonstrate a new method to produce a population inversion in an InGaAs quantum dot by quasi-resonant, incoherent excitation within the LA phonon sideband. A maximum exciton population of 0.67 is measured; applications include single photon sources and single QD lasers.
Introduction
It is a basic tenet of laser physics that a population inversion of a two-level system can only be achieved through coherent excitation, such as a Rabi oscillation. However, here we invert the excitonic two-level system of a single InGaAs/GaAs quantum dot (QD) using incoherent excitation, following the theoretical proposal of Ref. [1] . In this scheme, the QD couples to a phonon bath via the deformation potential and is excited by a laser pulse tuned within the phonon sideband of the neutral exciton. In contrast to the conventional method of inverting a two level system by performing coherent Rabi oscillations, the inversion is achieved by rapid thermalization of the optically dressed states via incoherent phonon-assisted relaxation as outlined in fig. 1a .
A maximum exciton population of 0.67 ± 0.06 is measured for a laser tuned 0.83 meV to higher energy, limited only by the laser power in our setup. Furthermore, the phonon sideband is mapped in terms of both laser detuning and pulse area, with the spectral form and exciton population in very good agreement with theory. These results could form the basis of quasi-resonantly pumped single QD lasers. Additionally, this excitation scheme can be used to create spin-polarized excitons whilst allowing the QD emission to be easily spectrally filtered from the pump laser. This leads to potential applications for QD-based single photon sources [2] and on-chip quantum optics circuits [3]. Fig. 1 . (a) The physical mechanism for generating the population inversion can be understood as follows: (i) A QD can be treated as a two level system comprising a crystal ground state |0 and exciton state |X . By applying a laser pulse of energy , the two bare states are optically dressed. Thus in (ii) |0 is transformed into |0R in the rotating frame which represents a state that comprises the electronic ground state and the incoming laser photons. |X is transformed into |XR comprising |X and one laser photon less than the incoming laser field. The energy splitting between |0R and |XR is determined by the laser detuning ∆ relative to the energy of |X state. Since in our experiment the laser is positively detuned (∆ > 0), |0R is higher in energy than |XR . (iii) When the laser is applied, excitonic admixture of the high energy dressed state |α occurs, activating phonon relaxation to the lower energy-level |β Thus, the system is left in |X when the laser is switched off. (b) Photocurrent signal ∆PC as a function of the probe detuning. Two pulse spectra where the probe is co-(black) and cross-(red) polarized with a strong (Θ = 8.46 π) pump detuned by +0.83 meV. A single probe-pulse only spectrum is shown in blue. X 0 and XX denote neutral exciton and biexciton respectively. 
Population Inversion & Mapping the Phonon Sideband
The phonon-assisted exciton population inversion is studied using a two-color, pump-probe photocurrent technique. A strong, circularly polarized pump pulse tuned into the acoustic phonon sideband creates an exciton population of CX in the QD. This population is then measured by probing the exciton transition with a co/cross polarized π pulse (see Fig. 1(b) ). The peak amplitude at zero detuning is proportional to in the case of co-polarized excitation and in the case of cross-polarized excitation respectively. An exciton population inversion is unambiguously evidenced by a negative dip in the co-polarized spectrum (black curve) and a peak (red curve) smaller than half of the peak measured with a single π pulse (blue curve) in the cross-polarized spectrum. In addition, the strong correlation of the response at the biexciton peak (XX) to the relative polarization of the pump and probe pulses indicates that phonon-assisted channel is spin-preserving.
To characterize the exciton-phonon interaction which enables the population inversion, the phonon sideband is mapped as a function of both pump pulse area and detuning (see fig. 2(a) ), showing very good agreement with the results of path-integral [1] calculations (see fig. 2(b) ). On-resonance, the zero-phonon line exhibits intensity-damped Rabi rotations as previously observed [4] . To positive detuning, there is the phonon-emission sideband that broadens for higher pulse areas. The strong asymmetry of the spectrum with respect to the sign of ћ∆ proves that the population created by the off-resonant pump pulse is the result of phonon-assisted relaxation into the lower energy dressed state. Finally, by fitting the experimental data using our model, the spectral density of exciton-phonon interaction can be extracted which provides a means to study the exciton-phonon coupling in more detail than previous experiments [4]. 
Conclusion
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated a conceptually new method to achieve population inversion of the excitonic two-level system of a single QD. The inversion is created by incoherent phonon-induced relaxation between optically dressed states. Phonon interactions, which are generally a hindrance in quantum dot physics [4] , in this case enable the population inversion and lead to potential applications in lasers, quantum optics and quantum information processing. We gratefully acknowledge support from EPSRC through Programme Grant EP/J007544/1. 
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